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About us :-

Enjos for engineers has formed to provide engineering graduates to get 
prepared for jobs by learning the future technical & industrial skills. The 
aim is to provide technical knowledge and guidance to the engineering stu-
dents. Our programs are designed for the industry and by the industry. We 
prepare students according to our partnered  industries and let them get 
placed directly to the industries. The main motive is to equipping students 
with all the required skills to build confidence to enhance their career in the 
core engineering sector.

“



CONTACT US:

2020 batch

100 % placement assistance & internship

LEARN INDUSTRY
ORIENTED DESIGN PROGRAMS

LEARN GET SKILLED AND
GET JOB READY



Our Instructors

Hello Students,I am Moksh Yadav and I am going to be 
your personal instructor in this program. I have total of 4 
years of experience in the field of Automotive Product 
Designing. Currently, I am working as a senior Design 
Engineer at Hero MotoCorp in Research and Develop-
ment department. I am going to teach you what really 
goes into designing any product by delivering you with 
all the knowledge which I have gained in the past 
years.You will be working on live industrial projects and 
will learn to solve real problems which engineers face 
while designing any product. You will experience com-
plete industrial exposure with in this journey and I hope 
to meet you in the program.

“

I am Vittal Pujer. and I am going to be your instructor 
and mentor in this training. I have a total of 4+ years of 
experience in Developing simulation methods for differ-
ent real-life scenarios in vehicle development and there-
by reducing the physical test requirements. Currently, I 
am working as a Crash and Safety Analyst. I am going to 
teach you the application of FEA in the industry. You will 
be going to learn powerful FEA tool through this 
program. You will learn from what I have gained in my 
experience. you are going to work on projects which I 
deliver to my clients regularly. you will experience the 
real-time application of FEA learning on this journey and 
I hope to meet you in the program.

“



Our strength is our numbers

100%
Placement Record who cleared our test

1.5 - 4 LPA
Minimum Average Package

5000 +
Students have been trained so far

60 +
Students have been placed in 2020

Our students are from :- 

100 + colleges 



Our Advance programs

1) Advance solidworks training.
2) Advance catia training.
3) Master FEA & ansys program.
4) Advance Plastic mould design program.
5) Advance plastic designing.
6) Advance automotive product designing.
7) Advance HVAC designing.
8) Crash worthiness analysis.
9) Advance UG-NX training.
10) Advance FEA using Hypermesh.
11) Advance GD&T training....... etc






